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In just four months since we released our annual predictions, there have already been significant developments.
From the Ukraine crisis to the proposed new Protect Duty and advancements in climate activist litigation, we look
here at these issues, how they interconnect and the tools we have to build resilience for the future.
A consistent theme of our Informed Insurance thought leadership over the last two years has been the need to focus on critical uncertainties and
develop solutions that deliver resilience. While no-one predicted the suddenness of Russia’s attack on Ukraine, the tools we have developed and
discussed previously help us assess what we can expect and where we need to search harder for solutions.

Revisiting the interconnectivity of uncertainties
The mapping of uncertainties is not just an excuse for a smart looking
illustration but has a real purpose. We only need to consider some of the
recent developments to see how they have in fact linked to secondary
issues highlighted by our graphic.
The potential for regional conflicts loomed large in our assessment. Where
and when conflict would break out we did not predict but the connections
are there to see. Energy conflicts was an immediate link and that, in turn,
has had an impact on climate change. Linked to climate change is then the
fear of catastrophic accidents and the nervousness around the fate of the
former Chernobyl nuclear plant was a sharp reminder of the reality of
that threat.
Trade disputes and sanctions were another immediate economic
connection and we are already seeing depressed investment returns and
global indicators pointing ominously towards economic slump. Terrorism
and cyber attacks also now loom larger than before but will they lead to
new forms of state intervention in the insurance market?
Being aware of these connections is a major step to creating the resilience
to respond to them.
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ESG policies
Overlaying this has been the industry’s commitment to
developing connected environmental, social and governance
(ESG) policies. Our interactive venn diagram illustrates the
overlap in these issues and highlights some of the key issues
where all three intersect.
The conflict in Ukraine may have changed the focus of
our ESG strategies but it has done nothing to dilute their
importance, says Helen Faulkner, Head of Insurance and
the ESG in Insurance Working Group at DAC Beachcroft.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Governance is crucial as sanctions are extended and
enforced. Most insurers and brokers have withdrawn from
Russia but the complexity of international sanctions requires
constant review and monitoring.
The social part of ESG is also important. How businesses treat
refugees will be judged as much as how governments treat
them. From how easy insurers make it for refugees to get
insurance cover to offering them employment opportunities,
will all come under the microscope of public opinion.”
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SOCIAL

Green energy

Social inflation

Social unrest

“Up until the Russian invasion of Ukraine the emphasis in
insurer ESG strategies was firmly on the environmental
aspects. Ukraine has not so much diminished that focus but
brought the social and governance issues to the fore as well.
Energy strategies are at the heart of the European response
to the invasion as we all rush to disconnect our reliance
on Russian gas and oil. This could either setback the shift
away from fossil fuels, or accelerate it as nuclear energy and
renewables enjoy increased government investment.
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The new protect duty
While we have not yet seen terrorist or major cyber attacks arising out of the Ukraine crisis, insurers should be prepared for both, and just
how prepared they and their clients need to be is set for a major change.
When it comes to physical terrorist attacks, the new Protect Duty legislation will have to be firmly on insurers’ radar screens if it is confirmed
in the Queen’s Speech, says Duncan Strachan, Partner and Social Unrest lead in the ESG in Insurance Working Group at DAC Beachcroft.
“This is a legislative response to the Westminster and London Bridge attacks and the Manchester Arena bombing. Ultimately, the
government wants to create an enhanced culture of security with a consistency of application and a greater certainty of effect.”
The threshold for the size of venue that will be brought within the scope of the new protect duty was set at 100 people in the consultation,
but that may be the focus of some debate in Parliament, as many smaller venues - including restaurants and social clubs – are lobbying hard
to get the threshold raised to 500 people.
It is not hard to see why, says Strachan: “The duty would require organisational preparedness by considering public security and
implementing reasonable security measures. In practice, this will require a combination of physical and people measures that might
include security plans and procedures to react and respond to different threats; training and refresher courses for staff; and employing
appropriate security measures. It will also be backed up with an inspection regime.”

“ Ultimately, the government
wants to create an enhanced
culture of security with a
consistency of application and
a greater certainty of effect.”
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Climate activist litigation
If pressures are combining to force the S and G elements of ESG strategies into greater prominence, they are not pushing the environmental
dimension into the background. Climate activists are making sure that governments and businesses do not slide away from key commitments in
the fight to limit the impacts of global warming.
Two Judicial Review applications were commenced by activists against the UK Government in January 2022 focusing on the claimed inadequacy
of its Net Zero Strategy. This has been followed by activists from ClientEarth issuing a letter of claim on 15 March 2022 against 13 directors of
Shell in the UK for their alleged failure to properly prepare for net zero. These all fit a pattern laid down by litigation elsewhere, says Partner and
Climate Change lead in the ESG in Insurance Working Group at DAC Beachcroft, Toby Vallance.
“The last couple of years have seen some great successes for climate activist litigation in Europe – Dutch, German, French and Irish governments
have all been at the receiving end of judgments ordering them to make changes to climate policies.
“We are now seeing a trend emerging where activists are initially bringing cases against governments, and then turning to corporations in
those jurisdictions to try and effect corporate change. ClientEarth’s claim against Shell is the first time we have seen activists in the UK target a
corporation rather than the government.”
“We are now seeing a trend emerging where activists are initially bringing cases against governments, and then turning to corporations in
those jurisdictions to try and effect corporate change. ClientEarth’s claim against Shell is the first time we have seen activists in the UK target a
corporation rather than the government.”

Looking ahead
All of this has occurred in just the last few months. Never has it been more important for insurers and businesses in general to scan the horizon
for threats and opportunities. Being aware of the connectivity within both critical uncertainties and ESG issues is crucial in building meaningful
resilience going forward.

Please visit our Informed Insurance thought leadership microsite for more information on these and other topics.
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ESG in insurance lead
T: +44 (0) 117 918 2225
hfaulkner@dacbeachcroft.com

Sarah Crowther
Partner - D&O/claims lead
T: +44 (0) 207 894 6254
scrowther@dacbeachcroft.com

Duncan Strachan
Partner - Social inflation and
social unrest lead
T: +44 (0) 207 894 6876
dstrachan@dacbeachcroft.com

Toby Vallance
Partner - Climate change lead
T: +44 (0) 20 7894 6257
tvallance@dacbeachcroft.com
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